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The study of combustion noise from turbofan engines has become more important as
other noise sources like the airframe, the fan and the jet are reduced. However, modern
engines are based on new materials and a longer history of experience in turbofan engine
manufacturing, design, analysis, and optimization, which has led to engines with reduced
coherent combustor noise. In addition, the jet mixing noise from near the end of the
potential core masks the low-frequency core noise. This makes it necessary to update the
coherent output power spectrum method so that the coherent combustion noise spectrum
can be determined in spite of its low level. The core noise components of a dual spool
turbofan engine (Honeywell TECH977) for engine power settings of 48, 54, and 60 percent
were separated by the use of a coherence function. A method has been developed to help
identify combustion noise coherence using an aligned and unaligned coherence technique,
which enables the validation of low levels of coherence as being due to core noise by
identifying the coherence noise floor. A statistical procedure is also used to establish
this threshold level. The use of both methods provides a high confidence level for the
coherence function values calculated. A source location technique based on adjusting the
time delay between the combustor pressure sensor signal and the far-field microphone signal
to maximize the coherence and remove as much variation of the phase angle with frequency
as possible was used. These techniques make it possible to quantify the weak coherent core
noise in the aft quadrant instead of dismissing it as negligible.

While adjusting the time delay to maximize the coherence and minimize the cross-
spectrum phase angle variation with frequency, the discovery was made that for the 130o

microphone a 90.027 ms time shift worked best for the frequency band from 0 to 200 Hz
while a 86.975 ms time shift worked best for the frequency band from 200 to 400 Hz.
Since the 0 to 200 Hz band signal took more time to travel the same distance, it is slower
than the 200 to 400 Hz band signal. This suggests the 0 to 200 Hz coherent cross-spectral
density band signal is partly due to “indirect” combustion noise attributed to “hot spots”
interacting with the turbine. The net travel time of the indirect combustion noise signal
from the combustor to the far field is increased since the travel velocity of the hot spots
to the turbine and in the turbine is the flow velocity, which is some small fraction of the
speed of sound. The indirect combustion noise signal does not travel with the speed of an
acoustic wave until it interacts with the turbine. The signal in the 200 to 400 Hz frequency
band is attributed mostly to “direct” combustion noise, which has the travel time of the
acoustic wave in the combustor and turbine. Beyond the turbine both direct and indirect
pressure signals travel at the speed of an acoustic wave to the far field. Consequently, this
source separation method identifies in the turbofan engine direct combustion noise and
indirect combustion noise due to hot spots convecting through the turbine.

Nomenclature

Be resolution bandwidth, Hz, Be = 1/Td = r/NP = 16 Hz
D propagation time delay or Lag, sec
f frequency, Hz
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fc upper frequency limit, fc = 1/2∆t = r/2, Hz (32 768 Hz)
Gxx(f) auto power spectral density function defined for non-negative frequencies only (one-sided)
Gxy(f) cross power spectral density function defined for non-negative frequencies only (one-sided)
h(τ) weighting function
H(f) transfer function frequency response
h(τ) weighting function or unit impulse response function
Ly number of frequencies, fc/∆f = N/2 (2048)
N segment length, number of data points per segment (4096)
Ns number of disjoint (independent) data segments/blocks, Ns = BeTtotal = 1120
P P-percent confidence interval
r sample rate, samples/sec (65 536)
sc(t) combustor input signal
sF (t) far-field output signal
Ttotal total record length, sec (≈ 70 sec)

Td(i) record length of segment i, N/r, 0.0625 sec
WsF sF

(f) coherent output power spectral function

Subscripts

i running segment index
K(t) combustor pressure transducer sensor signal
M(t) far-field microphone signal
n(t) signal noise
x(t) signal x
y(t) signal y

Symbols

∆f frquency step, 1/Td, Hz (16 Hz)
∆t sampling interval, 1/r (1/65 536) sec
γ2

nn(f) magnitude squared noise coherence, 0.00267
γ2

xy(f) magnitude squared coherence (MSC) function
θxy(f) cross-spectrum phase angle

I. Introduction

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Aeronautics program is involved in
creating noise reduction technology, which is an improvement over the 1997 state-of-the-art noise reduction
technology. NASA is completing engine test programs to identify dominant noise sources. Core noise is of
interest since it might become a significant contributor to the overall turbofan engine noise during takeoff
or approach when the fan and jet noise are reduced because of forward velocity effects. In addition, future
advances in fan and jet noise reduction technologies may cause core noise to be a more significant contributor
to the overall turbofan engine noise.

The data analyzed is from a Honeywell TECH977 dual spool, turbofan engine. The engine is similar
to the TECH7000, which is a development version of the Honeywell HTF7000 engine that currently powers
the Challenger 300 aircraft. The test was conducted as part of the NASA/Honeywell Engine Validation
of Noise and Emissions Reduction Technology (EVNERT) program. The particular set of test data was
collected to test source separation procedures as part of a team effort with the Georgia Tech Research
Institute. Consequently, in addition to eight far-field microphones signals from one pressure transducer in
the combustor, two pressure transducers in the Low Pressure Turbine Exit, and two pressure transducers in
the bypass duct were available.

The results presented are based on coherence function calculations using the far-field microphone
and the combustor pressure transducer. Similar coherence function analysis was used starting 30 years ago
to evaluate core noise from several engines. The following examples come to mind: an AVCO Lycoming YF–
102 by Karchmer and Reshotko (1976),1 Karchmer (1977),2 Reshotko et al. (1977),3 and Krejsa (1987);4

an APU by Shivashankara (1978);5 the General Electric CF6–50 by Doyle and Moore (1980);6 the Pratt
& Whitney JT15D by Reshotko and Karchmer (1980);7 and the Pratt & Whitney JT9D by Shivashankara
(1983).8 In the same time period, the coherence function between a combustor pressure sensor and a far-field
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microphone was measured for a gas turbine combustor using a single fuel spray nozzle assembly taken from
a Boeing 502–7D gas turbine unit by Strahle et al. (1977)9 and Muthukrishnan et al. (1978)10 in studies of
turbofan engine core noise.

Recently similar coherence function analysis techniques were used to evaluate core noise from a
Pratt & Whitney PW4098 by Miles (2006).11 The data evaluated was acquired from a test conducted as
part of the NASA Engine Validation of Noise Reduction Concepts (EVNRC) Program in 2001. In the time
interval between these two sets of tests, that is, from 1980 to 2000, turbofan engines have changed with
newer engines such as the Pratt & Whitney PW4098 and the Honeywell TECH977 being based on new
materials and a longer history of experience in turbofan manufacturing, design, analysis, and optimization.
In evaluating the PW4098 core noise data, it was found that one consequence of these design changes is that
the coherent part of the core noise signal has decreased.11 In order to evaluate small coherence function
values, a new diagnostic tool using aligned and unaligned coherence functions was developed. This tool
which is explained by Miles11 also needs to be applied to signals acquired in this Honeywell TECH977 test
program since the core noise coherence values are small.

Core noise of a Rolls-Royce BR700 aero-engine has also been studied with the aid of a phased linear
array of microphones by Siller et al. (2001)12 and a combustor pressure sensor. Coherence between the
combustor pressure sensor and a phased-array signal was obtained and the coherent array output power
spectrum was measured.

One source of turbofan engine combustion noise is attributed to an unsteady combustion process,
which produces unsteady pressures that propagate through the turbine to the far field. This is known as
“direct” combustion noise mechanism. The relation between heat release and pressure waves was studied by
Chu (1955).13 Strahle (1971)14 developed a framework that explained past experimental studies of direct
combustion generated noise from flames using an approach similar to the one Lighthill (1952, 1954)15, 16

used in his studies of aerodynamic noise. Further developments in scaling laws were derived by Strahle
(1972, 1975)17, 18 involving the first Eulerian time derivative of the chemical reaction rate integrated over
the reacting volume. A review of current theories of scaling laws is given by Strahle (1975).19 The study
of combustion generated noise from turbulent flames is a continuing area of research. For example, the
spectral characteristics of premixed flame noise has been studied by Rajaram (2003, 2006)20, 21 and large
eddy simulation computations to predict combustion-generated noise in nonpremixed turbulent jet flames
have been conducted by Ihme et al. (2006).22 Thermoacoustic sources and instabilities are discussed by
Dowling (1992).23

Another source of turbofan engine combustion noise is known as the “indirect” mechanism in which
the noise is generated in the turbine by the interaction of entropy fluctuations (“hot spots”) from the
combustion chamber. This indirect source was studied by Pickett (1975),24 Cumpsty and Marble (1977),25, 26

Cumpsty (1979),27 and Gliebe (2000).28 The indirect mechanism also functions when an entropy fluctuation
interacts with an area change as shown by Cuadra (1967)29 or a nonuniform flow as shown by Goldstein
(1979)30 and when an entropy or density nonuniformity is convected through a nozzle as shown by Williams
and Howe (1970)31 and Marble and Candel (1977).32

Strahle et al. (1977)9 investigate direct combustion noise from an isolated combustor and discuss
the problem of the mixture of “pseudosound” and sound in a combustor. The coherent combustion noise
is discussed and the presence of incoherent noise is noted. Coherence between pressure measurements in
the can combustor and far-field microphones are discussed and analyzed using a combustion acoustic model.
Muthukrishnan et al. (1978)33 discuss tests using a nozzle attached to the combustor can. The importance of
direct noise and indirect noise (noise from hot spots passing through area changes and gradients) is discussed.
Without the nozzle when no pressure drop occurred downstream of the combustor, the far-field noise was
due to a direct combustion noise mechanism. When the flow was accelerated by the nozzle the indirect
combustion noise mechanism appeared dominant.

Miles et al. (1983)34 measured the cross spectra between temperature and pressure in a constant
area duct downstream of a combustor and showed that the entropy fluctuations (hot spots) moved with
the flow speed. Schemel et al. (2004)35 studied experimentally and numerically entropy noise generated by
hot spots (from a combustor) passing through a nozzle. Richter et al. (2005)36 studied the application of
computational aeroacoustic methods to indirect combustion noise generated by hot spots passing through
a nozzle. Bake et al. (2005)37 studied experimentally and numerically indirect combustion noise generated
by hot spots (from a combustor) passing through a nozzle and verified that the entropy fluctuations (hot
spots) moved with the flow speed. Bake et al. (2007)38 studied experimentally indirect combustion noise
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generated by hot spots (created by electrical heating) passing through a nozzle and verified that the entropy
fluctuations (hot spots) moved with the flow speed.

The net travel time of the indirect combustion noise signal from the combustor to the far field is
increased since the travel velocity of the hot spots to the turbine and in the turbine is the flow velocity. This
flow velocity is some small fraction of the speed of sound. Miles et al. (1983)34 has shown the pressure and
entropy should be in phase in the combustor. Consequently, one might expect that the pressure signal from
an indirect combustion noise source would be delayed relative to a pressure signal from a direct combustion
noise source since an indirect combustion noise signal does not travel with the speed of an acoustic wave
until it interacts with the turbine. Miles shows herein that the cross-spectra is a tool that provides a way to
measure this time delay. Using this tool direct and indirect coherent combustion noise can be separated.

II. Coherent Output Power Spectrum

In the past, methods have been developed using spectrum analysis techniques to characterize acous-
tic signals from different sources mixed with noise. Bendat and Piersol (1966, 1971, 1980)39–41 discuss these
methods. Among the methods discussed is one using coherent output power spectra for noise source identi-
fication. The application of this technique that is of interest is the use of coherent output power spectra to
separate and identify correlated combustion noise in far-field measurements of turbofan engine noise. Karch-
mer (1977)2 and Karchmer et al. (1977)42 use the coherence function calculated from internal microphone
measurements of fluctuating pressures in the combustor and far-field acoustic pressures to determine the
correlated combustion noise of a YF102 turbofan engine at far-field locations by calculating the coherent
output power spectrum. A typical results showed the coherence measured between the combustor pressure
and the 120o far-field acoustic pressure had a roughly Gaussian-shaped distribution in the range 0 to 200 Hz
with a peak near 125 Hz and a maximum value at 30 percent fan speed of 0.38 and at 43 percent fan speed
a maximum value of 0.5 (Ref. 2, Figs. 39 and 48). The corresponding combustion coherence output power
spectrum for the 43 percent fan speed case has a peak near 125 Hertz and a generally domelike shape. The
peak is about 20 log(0.5) = −6.02 dB below the peak of the far-field spectrum at 120 Hz. The dome edges
are 20 dB down at 40 Hz and 200 Hz.

The basic formulation for the coherent output power spectrum is presented by Bendat and Piersol
(1980).41 We assume that the far-field output signal, sF , is the output of a constant parameter linear
system with weighting function h(τ) and frequency response H(f). The output of the system is given by
the convolution integral of the combustor input signal, sc(t)

sF (t) =

∫

∞

0

h(τ)sc(t − τ)dτ (1)

Then, the far-field combustion noise spectrum, GsF sF
(f), and the combustion noise cross spectrum between

the far-field signal and the combustor pressure sensor signal, GsF sc
(f) are related to the combustor pressure

sensor signal as follows:

GsF sF
(f) = | H(f) |2 Gscsc

(f) (2)

GsF sc
(f) = H(f)Gscsc

(f) (3)

Here the cross-power spectrum between the combustor pressure sensor signal, x(t), and the far-field micro-
phone signal, y(t), is Ĝxy(f) and the corresponding combustor pressure sensor power spectra and far-field

spectra are Ĝxx(f) and Ĝyy(f).

Ĝxx(f) = Ĝscsc
(f) + Ĝn1n1

(f) (4)

Ĝyy(f) = ĜsF sF
(f) + Ĝn2n2

(f) (5)

These are obtained by averaging many (approx. 2000) successive directly calculated power spectral densities
using a 70 second total observation time, a sampling rate of 216 = 65 536 samples per second; and a 50
percent overlap in the spectrum calculations. In practice, only estimates, Ĝxy(f) of Gxy(f), Ĝxx(f) of

Gxx(f), and Ĝyy(f) of Gyy(f) can be obtained due to the finite observation interval and theˆnotation will
be dropped.
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The combustion noise reaching a microphone will be estimated using the magnitude squared coher-
ence function, γ2

xy(f), where

γ2
xy(f) =

| Gxy(f) |2
Gxx(f)Gyy(f)

(6)

Then

| Gxy(f) |2=| GsF sc
(f) |2=| H(f) |2 G2

scsc
(f) = GsF sF

(f)Gscsc
(f) (7)

and the coherent output power spectrum, WsF sF
(f), is

WsF sF
(f) = γ2

xy(f)Gyy(f) (8)

= GsF sF
(f)

Gscsc
(f)

Gscsc
(f) + Gn1n1

(f)

where we assume the extraneous noise terms are uncorrelated with each other and with the signals.

Gscn1
(f) = GsF n2

(f) = Gn1n2
(f) = 0 (9)

The quantity WsF sF
(f) can also be called the coherent combustion noise spectrum. Thus, the estimated

coherent output power spectrum, WsF sF
(f) = γ2

xy(f)Gyy(f), will determine GsF sF
(f) when the input noise

is zero, Gn1n1
(f) = 0, regardless of the output noise Gn2n2

(f). In the frequency range of interest, we may
assume Gn1n1

(f) = 0 or just consider that WsF sF
(f) is a measure of the coherent combustion noise.

III. Sensors, Arena Layout, and Signal Processing

Internal engine sensor locations are shown in Fig. 1. The test was conducted at the San Tan acoustic
cell 966 on March 23, 2006, with a “L-shaped” barrier minimizing inlet noise radiation to the aft microphones.
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 the short leg of the barrier is perpendicular to the nozzle, with this piece starting
a few feet upstream of the nozzle exit. In addition, this piece does not reach the nozzle but stops a few feet
away from the nozzle. The long leg of the barrier sweeps along parallel to the engine ending forward of the
Inflow Control Device (ICD).

The ICD that prevents turbulent stretched vortex structures from interacting with the fan is shown
in Fig. 3. The engine condition power settings discussed are 48, 54, and 60 percent of the Max Power setting.
Microphone locations used in the test program are shown in Fig. 4. For this test, external microphones were
at 10o, 30o, 50o, 70o, 90o, 110o, 130o, and 160o measured from the inlet. The signal estimation parameters
used are shown in Table 1.

The test was conducted when the air temperature was about 9 oC (48 oF) and the microphone radius
was 30.48 m. The engine is at a height of 3.048 m. Consequently, with a speed of sound of 337 m/sec, the
travel time for a signal to leave the combustor and reach a microphone is about 90.44 ms (5927 samples).
This will be called the measured time delay herein. Using the analysis parameters shown in Table 1, the
segment length, Td = 1/16 is 62.5 ms (4096 samples). Consequently, if one calculates the coherence of the
combustor pressure transducer signal, K(t) and a microphone signal M(t) using the measured time histories
as measured one finds the coherence is that of random noise since the two signals are totally independent
except at frequencies where tones are present as discussed by Miles (2006).11 This is due to the fact that the
origin of the two signals does not overlap in the signal processing interval specified by the segment length,
Td. The noise coherence confidence interval value is approximately given by

γ2
nn = γ2

KM (f, D > Td) = 1 − (1 − P )1/(Ns−1) (10)

where this formula determines a P-percent confidence interval. Thus the 95-percent confidence interval noise
floor is γ2

nn = 0.00267 (Ns = 1120).
To align the two signals, the far-field microphone signal can be adjusted by moving it backward using

a time delay of D = 0.09044∗ 65 536 = 5927 samples based on the signal propagation time. Using computer
code a new aligned array of time history values can be created for each microphone signal. This new array
will then be more in phase with the combustor pressure transducer signal. In Fortran the computer code
statements that create the new time history is
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do j=1,Total_number_of_samples

M_aligned(j)=M_unaligned(j+5927)

enddo

This code slides the points beyond point 5927 backward to align with the K(t) sequence of points thereby
removing the time delay.

This approach does not take into account a multiplicity of reasons why this travel time delay cal-
culated from the speed of sound and microphone radius might not be best. For example, the center of the
100 foot microphone radius might not correspond to the origin of the sound. In addition, no wind gradient
or temperature profiles are used though they might be important in some cases. A discussion on how one
can use spherical decay to account for engine noise component source locations is given by Salikluddin et al.
(2006).43

A slightly more sophisticated procedure to obtain the alignment time D was used herein. The correct
time delay makes the cross-spectrum phase angle change with frequency minimal in the range of maximum
coherence. Consequently, cross-spectrum phase angles were calculated using correction time delay D values
in the range of 1000 to 9000 in 100 count steps. From these cross-spectrum phase angle plots the best value
of D was selected based on the criterion that the variation of the phase angle with frequency will have a
gradient of zero when the time histories are aligned. Again, this value is also the value of D that maximizes
the coherence in the frequency range of interest. In some cases when using this procedure, an increase in
coherence of 15 to 27 percent was noted over the use of a universal D value based on travel time calculated
using the measured microphone radius and a speed of sound based on the air temperature.

Table 2 shows the signals measured. The combustor pressure transducer signal is on Channel 9
(CIP1). Channels 10 and 11 measure pressures downstream of the turbine (T551 and T552). Channels 12
and 13 measure bypass duct pressures (BPD1 and BPD2).

IV. Phase Angle Standard Deviation

The coherence function is especially important since the cross-spectrum phase angle, θxy(f), stan-
dard deviation can be related to the coherence function. In Bendat (1980)41 and in Piersol (1981)44 the
random error in the phase estimates due to statistical sampling is given in terms of the standard deviation
of the estimated phase angle, θxy(f), by

σ
[

θxy(f)
]

≈ sin−1

{

[

1 − γ2
xy(f)

]1/2

|γxy|
√

2Ns

}

(11)

where σ
[

θxy(f)
]

is measured in radians and as used herein Ns is selected to be the number of segments or
blocks used in the spectral calculations. For the special case where the term in curly brackets is small Eq.
11 becomes

σ
[

θ(f)
]

≈
[

1 − γ2
xy(f)

]1/2

|γxy|
√

2Ns

(12)

where for the unknown coherence γ2
xy(f) the estimated coherence γ2

xy(f) is used. A plot of the standard
deviation of the phase angle in degrees versus coherence is shown in Fig. 5 for Ns = 234, 468, 1120, and
2240. When the coherence is 0.003, Fig. 5 shows the pressure sensor cross-spectrum phase angle standard
deviation should be between 15o and 25o. Only phase angles with coherence values greater than 0.003 will
be shown in the cross-spectrum phase angle plots.

V. Results

Results are presented in groups arranged by engine speed. Figures 6 through 13 present the 48
percent speed case, figures 14 through 21 present the 54 percent speed case, and figures 22 through 29 present
the 60 percent speed case. Within each engine speed group the results are arranged by angle. Each figure
consists of a set of four plots. Figure (a) shows the aligned coherence on a linear scale so that the results are
more readily compared with previous results. Figure (b) shows the coherence on a logarithmic scale so that
the aligned and unaligned coherence and the statistical noise floor coherence, γ2

nn = 0.00267 (Ns = 1120),
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can be clearly revealed. Figure (c) shows the cross-spectrum phase angle. Figure (d) shows the SPL density
and the coherent combustion noise spectral density calculated using the aligned and unaligned coherence,
and the statistical coherence of two unaligned signals.

On each figure the signal propagation value of D which was used is shown in counts and seconds.
The D values are also shown in Table 3. While the nominal value is 5927 samples, larger D values are used
at the smaller angles and smaller values are used at the larger angles.

A. Coherence

For each engine speed case the aligned and unaligned coherence values are shown. In addition, the
noise floor coherence value of γ2

nn = 0.00267 is shown. The coherence is largest in the 0 to 400 Hz frequency
range. The aft quadrant coherence function is generally in the vicinity of 0.2 or lower. The improved coherent
output power spectrum method is needed to determine the coherent combustion noise spectrum due to its
low level.

To illustrate the sensitivity of selection of the time delay, D, we note that to remove the gradient of
the phase angle versus frequency in the frequency range from 0 to 200 Hz shown for the 130o microphone
in Figs 12, 20, and 28 for the 48, 54, and 60 percent of the Max Power setting, the time delay used is
D = 5900/65 536 = 90.027 ms. However, to remove the gradient of the phase angle versus frequency in the
frequency range from 200 to 400 Hz shown for the 130o microphone in Figs. 30, 31, and 32 at the three
power settings, the time delay used is D = 5700/65 536 = 86.975 ms. This indicates that the noise in the
200 to 400 Hz frequency band has traveled faster by a factor of 5900/5700 = 1.035 than the noise in the 0 to
200 frequency band. The actual values of the coherence and the two signal coherent output power spectrum
do not change much since the signal alignment using either time delay is fine.

Miles (1983)45 has shown that the acoustic pressure and temperature fluctuations are related and
that the cross-spectrum shows phase angle depends mainly on the slowest propagation speed which is that
of the hot spot in the flow. Consequently, on the basis of the time delay (D = 5900/65 536 = 90.027 ms)
used to remove cross-spectrum phase angle changes with frequency, we make the argument that below 200
Hz the coherence is due mainly to an indirect combustion noise process due to entropy waves, which spend
part of the time traveling at the flow velocity (in the combustor). Also, again on the basis of the time delay
(D = 5700/65 536 = 86.975 ms) used to remove cross-spectrum phase angle changes with frequency in the
200 to 400 Hz band, this coherence is due mainly to a direct combustion noise source, which spends all its
time propagating as an acoustic wave with the velocity of an acoustic wave.

Similar behavior was identified at the 110o microphone where the indirect (entropy) noise signal
time was 93.079 ms and the direct (acoustic) noise signal travel time was 90.027 ms. Furthermore, similar
behavior was also identified at the 160o microphone where the indirect (entropy) noise signal time was
85.449 ms and the direct (acoustic) noise signal travel time was 82.397 ms.

It is likely that the measured coherence represents in reality, a combination of direct and indirect
noise sources and that some time delay, which is a function of frequency should be used to remove the
cross-spectrum phase angle changes. However, that investigation is beyond the scope of this report. Since,
the time delays are the result of a combination of sources without a detailed source acoustic and propagation
model, detailed geometry and detailed performance information it difficult to assign precise velocities and
lengths to obtain these time delay values.

Muthukrishnan et al. (1978)33 make a similar argument that at low-frequencies a high coherence
exists between combustion noise and entropy noise. However, they argue that at moderate frequencies the
phase becomes rapidly oscillatory which destroys the coherence and makes the entropy noise and combustion
noise independent, uncorrelated sources. Consequently, the combustor pressure at low-frequencies is coherent
with entropy noise. At higher frequencies it is coherent with direct combustion noise.

In any event, the cross spectra between the combustion sensor pressure and the far-field microphone
pressure provides some indication that the time delay before the indirect mechanism changes a hot spot into
an acoustic wave can be estimated and direct and indirect coherent combustion noise can be separated.

B. Tones in the coherence

As discussed by Miles (2006)11 tones can be identified using the aligned and unaligned coherence
function. The unaligned coherence function has a value determined by the number of samples of two
independent signals and the tones. The aligned signal has a value determined by the coherence of the
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two signals and tones. For the engine condition power setting of 48 percent a strong tone occurs at 352 Hz.
Aligned and unaligned coherence values for this case are shown in Table 4. For the engine condition power
setting of 54 percent a strong tone occurs at 368 Hz. Aligned and unaligned coherence values for this case
are shown in Table 5. For the engine condition power setting of 60 percent a strong tone occurs at 384 Hz.
Aligned and unaligned coherence values for this case are shown in Table 6. These tones generally can be
related to a shaft frequency. The physical N2 shaft rotation rates are 21 340, 22 310, and 22 930 rpm, which
correspond to shaft frequencies of 355.667, 371.83, and 382 Hz. Since the bandwidth being used is 16 Hz the
observed tones correspond to the physical N2 shaft frequency. Consequently, these appear to be compressor
tones possibly related to a compressor disk tone. For the engine condition power setting of 60 percent for
the 10o microphone a strong tone not only occurs at 384 Hz but also at the second harmonic, 768 Hz.

C. Cross-spectrum phase angle

If the coherence is larger than 0.003 the phase angle standard deviation with Ns > 2000 is between
15o and 25o (see Fig. 5). Consequently, the phase angle plots emphasize measured phase angles where the
coherence is greater than 0.003.

The phase angle plots measured at angles greater than 90o for coherence values greater than 0.003
show a smooth profile. However, for angles less than 90o the profile of the phase angles is more ragged
even though the coherence is greater than 0.003. This might indicate the barrier is creating an interference
pattern that shows up in the coherent low-frequency sound waves. Consequently, the best values of the phase
angle are in the aft arc at angles greater than 90o.

VI. Discussion

The correlated far-field core noise component from the Honeywell TECH977 covers the frequency
range from 0 to 400 Hz. Similar results were obtained by Miles (2006)11 in the study of a Pratt & Whitney
PW4098 turbofan engine, by Siller et al.(2001)12 in the study of core noise from a Rolls-Royce BR700 aero-
engine, and in the study of an AVCO Lycoming YF–102 by Karchmer and Reshotko (1976),1 and Karchmer
(1977).2 Karchmer (1983)46 in the study of AVCO Lycoming YF–102 core noise and Miles (2006)11 in the
study of core noise from a Pratt & Whitney PW4098 attribute this coherent noise to the lowest radial order
modes of the combustion noise. The lowest radial order mode is the m = 0 mode, which corresponds to a
plane wave. Karchmer (1983)46 used six pressure probes to identify combustor modes. Miles (2007)47 used
a restricted acoustic model analysis using signals from two combustor pressure sensors to identify combustor
modes.

The turbofan combustor is designed to have a high level of turbulence without being unstable. As
far back as 1957, Blackshear and Rayle (1957)48 mention that some observers report beneficial effects due
to velocity and pressure excursions evidenced in a noticeable increase in the combustion efficiency within
the combustor. Poinsot and Veynante (2005)49 (see p. 131) remark that the main effect of turbulence
on combustion is to increase the combustion rate. Hill and Peterson (1992)50 mention that more intense
turbulence promotes more rapid mixing of the vaporized fuel and air and faster propagation of flame through
the unburned mixture. They present a good discussion of gas turbine combustor fundamental design issues.

The coherence measurements in turbofan engines between the combustor and the far-field micro-
phones differ from those made using a combustor burner assembly with a single fuel spray nozzle as used
by Strahle et al. (1977)9 and Muthukrishnan et al. (1978)10 due to the presence of the fan inlet sound
source, the fan exhaust sound source, the jet sound source, and the engine core sound source. The coherence
measurements in turbofan engines are influenced by the fact that turbofan engine have an annular combustor
with the circumferential modes. In addition, the coherence measurements, should reflect the possibility of
entropy noise from hot spots passing through the turbine as discussed by Pickett (1975),24 Cumpsty and
Marble (1977),25 and Gliebe (2000),28 as well as direct combustion noise and compressor tones. However,
coherence measurements made using a combustor burner assembly with a single fuel spray nozzle as used
by Strahle et al. (1977)9 and Muthukrishnan et al. (1978)10 do have a jet noise source and the possibility
of entropy noise from hot spots passing through a nozzle as described by Williams and Howe (1970)31 and
Marble and Candel (1977).32

Table 7 shows that for a great number of combustion chamber geometries, range of the number
of nozzles, and engine design bypass ratios significant coherence can be measured from 120o to 160o. The
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combustion duct modal analysis of Karchmer (1983)46 and Miles (2007)47 suggest that the coherence is due
to annular combustion duct modes propagating to the far field and at the lowest frequencies the coherence
is from a plane wave combustion duct mode. The interesting aspect is that one sees any coherence at all
considering each fuel nozzle is an independent source of noise and the level of turbulence used to increase
combustor efficiency and reduce emissions is high.

For many engines the coherence in the far field is less than 0.1 and one may use the method of
aligned and unaligned coherence developed by Miles (2006)11 to determine if the coherence is significant.
Note, for example, that for the CF6–50 core noise investigation described by Doyle and Moore (1980)6 the
number of samples was 100, and the 95 percent confidence interval for coherence of two independent signals
using 100 samples is zero to γ2

nn = 1 − (1 − 0.95)1/(100−1) = 0.0298. Doyle and Moore (1980)6 plotted
coherence values on a linear scale from 0 to 1.0, and coherence values less than 0.1 were ignored. To some
extent the coherence value of 0.1 has traditionally been considered a threshold or “cutoff” level of coherence.
The discussion presented herein shows that this is not a realistic value for modern turbofan engines.

At first glance the behavior of the barrier seems to block the low-frequency jet mixing noise thereby
increasing the combustion noise coherence in the forward quadrant. However, the barrier should also be
blocking the combustion noise. It appears that the barrier creates some type of reflection channel that
changes the path of both signals to the forward quadrant microphones. Furthermore, the results presented
herein show that by manipulating the delay time, D, one can enhance the combustion noise signal perhaps
by picking up more reflections and reduce the low-frequency jet mixing noise signal. Consequently, the
forward quadrant microphone results especially at the 48 percent maximum power test condition are highly
manipulated. At higher power setting, the coherence levels resemble those in the aft arc and are not modified
by the barrier as much.

The peak coherence values summarized in Table 8 suggest that one of the major noise source reducing
the coherence between the combustor and the far-field microphones as shown in Table 7 is low-frequency
noise from near the end of the potential core of the jet. Phase array measurements of jet noise show that a
distributed source of low-frequency noise near the end of the potential core of the jet. The peak locations of
the source levels gradually move from downstream positions to the nozzle exit as the frequency is increased
as shown by phased array measurements made by Lee and Bridges (2005),51 Lee (2006),52 Papamoschou and
Dadvar (2006),53 and Suzuki (2006).54 The low-frequency generating mechanism is attributed to large-scale
vortical structure collapse at the end of the potential core. At an engine speed of 48 percent of maximum
power, the jet is shorter and weaker than at the higher speeds. The reflecting channel formed by the barrier
wall and the selected signal time delay may be reducing the ratio of low-frequency jet noise to combustion-
related low-frequency noise so that the coherence is high at angles of 30o, 50o, and 70o at the 48 percent
speed operating condition. As the engine power is increased to 54 and 60 percent the potential core of the
jet moves further downstream reducing the effectiveness of the barrier to interact with the low-frequency
noise generated near the end of the potential core and the low-frequency combustion noise becomes weaker.
Consequently, the coherence values and angular distribution are both more similar to those in the literature at
the higher engine power settings. The effect of the jet on combustor coherence was noted by Muthukrshnam
et al. (1978)10 in a test of a single fuel spray nozzle combustor assembly. A similar effect of the jet on the
coherence function between a microphone array focused on the nozzle and a rumble probe is discussed for
tests of a BR700 engine by Siller et al. (2001).12 Since much of the low-frequency noise appears to come
from jet mixing at the end of the jet potential core, using acoustic liners in the turbofan nozzle exhaust
system to remove core noise will not remove much low-frequency noise except at low engine speed settings
where the jet noise is reduced.

The sound radiation spectrum of flames is a topic of current experimental research by Rajaram et
al. (2004, 2006)21, 55 and computational fluid dynamic research using the large-eddy simulation technique by
Ihme et al. (2006).22 In addition, research to study the interaction of sound and flames is being conducted
by Lieuwen and Cho (2005)56 and the effect of noise on combustion stability is being studied by Lieuwen
and Banaszuk (2005).57 However, there is a gap between these studies of the acoustics of a flame from a fuel
spray nozzle and the acoustical interaction of multiple fuel spray combustor nozzles in an annular combustor.
The mechanism leading to the formulation of annular acoustic duct modes from the sound generated multiple
independent fuel spray nozzles is unknown. The amount of the total sound energy participating in the annular
duct modes is unknown. If only part of the total sound energy is measured by the coherence function from the
combustor to the far field, then the remainder will show up in the far field as radiated sound unattributable
to the combustor noise. Perhaps the annular acoustic duct modes represent a steady-state phenomena as
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sound energy is added by the multiple spray combustor nozzles and removed as sound leaves the combustor.
At the moment the ratio of uncorrelated sound to coherent sound in the combustor duct is an open question.

VII. Concluding Remarks

The source location technique based on adjusting the time delay between the combustor pressure
sensor signal and the far-field microphone signal to maximize the coherence and remove as much variation
of the phase angle with frequency as possible was successful. A method to help identify combustion noise
coherence using an aligned and unaligned coherence technique, which enables the validation of low levels
of coherence as being due to core noise by identifying the coherence noise floor has been demonstrated. A
statistical procedure was also used to establish this threshold level. The use of both methods provides a high
confidence level for the coherence function values calculated.

Using the procedures discussed led to the discovery that the turbofan engine noise in the 200 to 400
Hz frequency band is chiefly related to coherent “direct” combustion noise, which travels from the combustor
to the far field as an acoustic signal. Furthermore, it was found that the noise signal in the 0 to 200 Hz
frequency band is chiefly related to coherent “indirect” combustion noise due to “hot spots” traveling through
the turbine, which travel at the flow velocity in the combustor and turbine until noise is generated.

For the AVCO Lycoming YF–102 the coherence between the combustor and a far-field microphone
was frequently near 0.5. For the Pratt & Whitney PW4098 this coherence was generally less than 0.1. For
the 48 percent of maximum power test condition the far-field coherence was generally less than 0.4 at angles
from 90o to 160o. At angles greater than 90o for operating settings of 54 and 60 percent, the coherence
between the combustor and a far-field microphone is less than 0.15.
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Table 1. Spectral estimate parameters

Parameter Value

Segment length, i.e., data points per segment, N 4096

Sample rate, r, samples/second 65 536

Segment length, Td = N/r, seconds 0.0625

Sampling interval, ∆t = 1/r, seconds 1/65 536

Frequency step, ∆f = 1/Td, Hz 16.0

Upper frequency limit, fc = 1/2∆t = r/2, Hz 32 768

Number of frequencies, Ly = fc/∆f = N/2 2048

Propagation time delay/Lag (T=9 oC,r=30.48 m) D = 5927/65 536, seconds 0.09044

Number of independent samples, ns 1120

Overlap 0.50

Sample length, seconds 70

Table 2. Channel signals

Channel Signal

[Polar angles from inlet]

1 Microphone 2 [10o]

2 Microphone 6 [30o]

3 Microphone 10 [50o]

4 Microphone 14 [70o]

5 Microphone 18 [90o]

6 Microphone 22 [110o]

7 Microphone 26 [130o]

8 Microphone 32 [160o]

9 CIP1

10 T551

11 T552

12 BPD1

13 BPD2

14 Raw N1 Speed
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Table 3. Signal propagation

time delay in counts

Microphone Percent Max. Power

Angle, Degrees 48 54 60

10 7800 7100 7100

30 7300 7200 7200

50 6800 6900 6900

70 6500 6600 6600

90 6300 6300 6300

110 6100 6100 6100

130 5900 5900 5900

160 5600 5600 5600

Table 4. Angular variation of

aligned and unaligned coherence of tone at 352 Hz

for TECH977 engine power condition setting of 48 percent

Location Microphone Aligned Coherence Unaligned Coherence

Angle, Degrees D (See Table 3 ) D = 0

2-9 30 0.027 0.0198

3-9 50 0.0094 0.0242

4-9 70 0.0239 0.0258

5-9 90 0.0520 0.0412

6-9 110 0.0471 0.0397

7-9 130 0.0101 0.0032

8-9 160 0.0216 0.0405

Table 5. Angular variation of

aligned and unaligned coherence of tone at 368 Hz

for TECH977 engine power condition setting of 54 percent

Location Microphone Aligned Coherence Unaligned Coherence

Angle, Degrees D (See Table 3) D = 0

1-9 10 0.0948 0.0856

2-9 30 0.0292 0.0237

3-9 50 0.0142 0.0077

4-9 70 0.0639 0.00663

5-9 90 0.1101 0.0917

6-9 110 0.0297 0.0161

7-9 130 0.0422 0.0036

8-9 160 0.0538 0.0592
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Table 6. Angular variation of

aligned and unaligned coherence of tone at 384 Hz

for TECH977 engine power condition setting of 60 percent

Location Microphone Aligned Coherence Unaligned Coherence

Angle, Degrees D (See Table 3) D = 0

1-9 10 0.0308 0.0373

2-9 30 0.0120 0.0123

3-9 50 0.0008 0.0040

4-9 70 0.0018 0.0013

5-9 90 0.0466 0.0206

6-9 110 0.0275 0.0153

7-9 130 0.0116 0.0152

8-9 160 0.0062 0.0063
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Table 7. Some engine specifications

Engine Number of Nominal Typical Max. Combustor/Core to Far-Field

Fuel Nozzles Bypass Ratio Coherence γ2 at 120o to 160o

AVCO Lycoming YF1021 28 6:1 0.5

General Electric CF6-506 30 4.4:1 (Takeoff) 0.1

The Pratt & Whitney JT15D7 12 3.3:1 0.5

Pratt & Whitney JT9D8 20 5:1 0.4

Pratt & Whitney PW409811 24 5.8 0.1

Honeywell TECH977 (HTF7000) 16 4.2 0.35
Superscripts refer to references

Table 8. Typical peak combustor to far-field coherence, γ2

Percent of Angle

Maximum Power 10o 30o 50o 70o 90o 110o 130o 160o

48 NA 0.65 0.64 0.46 0.2 0.3 0.35 0.2

54 0.2 0.25 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.1

60 0.2 0.20 0.1 0.10 0.085 0.085 0.10 0.08
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Sensors in aft fan 
bypass access panels

High-temperature sensor 
with air cooling in 

combustor igniter port

High-temperature sensors 
with air cooling at turbine exit

Figure 1. Engine internal sensor locations.
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Figure 2. TECH977 with forward barrier from rear.
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Figure 3. TECH977 with forward barrier from front.

 

Figure 4. Microphone arrays used during test program.
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Figure 5. Standard deviation of Gxy phase angle as a function of γ2
xy for ns = 234, 468, 1120, and 2240.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 10o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 10o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 10o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 10o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 6. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at 10o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 30o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 30o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 30o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 30o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 7. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at 30o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 50o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 50o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 50o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 50o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 8. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at 50o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 70o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 70o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 70o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 70o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 9. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at 70o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 90o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 90o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 90o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 90o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 10. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at 90o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 110o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 110o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 110o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 110o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 11. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at 110o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 130o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 130o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 130o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 130o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 12. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at 130o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 160o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 160o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 160o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 160o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 13. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at 160o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 10o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 10o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 10o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 10o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 14. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at 10o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 30o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 30o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 30o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 30o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 15. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at 30o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 50o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 50o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 50o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 50o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 16. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at 50o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 70o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 70o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 70o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 70o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 17. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at 70o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 90o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 90o and combustor
pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 90o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 90o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 18. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at 90o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 110o and combus-
tor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 110o and combus-
tor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 110o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 110o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 19. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at 110o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 130o and combus-
tor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 130o and combus-
tor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 130o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 130o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 20. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at 130o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 160o and combus-
tor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 160o and combus-
tor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 160o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 160o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 21. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at 160o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 10o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 10o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 10o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 10o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 22. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at 10o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 30o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 30o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 30o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 30o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 23. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at 30o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 50o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 50o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 50o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 50o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 24. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at 50o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 70o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 70o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 70o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 70o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 25. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at 70o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 90o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 90o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 90o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 90o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 26. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at 90o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 110o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 110o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 110o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 110o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 27. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at 110o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 130o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 130o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 130o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 130o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 28. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at 130o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 160o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 160o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 160o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 160o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 29. TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at 160o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 130o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 130o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 130o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 130o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 30. DT = 5700/65536 = .086975 TECH977 engine condition power setting of 48 percent microphone at

130o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 130o and combus-
tor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 130o and combus-
tor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 130o and combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 130o using
combustor pressure sensor, C1P1.

Figure 31. DT = 5700/65536 = .086975 TECH977 engine condition power setting of 54 percent microphone at

130o.
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(a) Coherence between microphone at 130o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(b) Coherence between microphone at 130o and C1P1
combustor pressure sensor.
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(c) Aligned cross-spectrum phase angle between micro-
phone at 130o and C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.
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(d) Coherent output power at microphone at 130o using
C1P1 combustor pressure sensor.

Figure 32. DT = 5700/65536 = .086975 TECH977 engine condition power setting of 60 percent microphone at

130o.
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